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Human color perception acuity is not uniform across
colors. This makes it possible to transform drawing
programs to generate outputs whose colors are
perceptually equivalent but numerically distinct. One
benefit of such transformations is lower display power

dissipation on organic light-emitting diode (OLED) displays. We introduce Ishihara, a
language for 2D drawing that lets programs specify perceptual-color equivalence
classes to use in drawing operations enabling compile-time and runtime transformations
that trade perceived color accuracy for lower OLED display power dissipation.

Drawing languages and APIs are pervasive in modern software systems1,2 and play an increasingly important role in modern programming languages.3 The images that programs in these
drawing languages and APIs generate are almost always intended for human consumption. The
implementations of drawing languages should therefore take into account human visual perception, in particular the fact that colors that differ numerically may appear acceptably equivalent to
many human observers.
In mobile platforms, applications such as web browsers, messaging apps, and productivity software that use 2D drawing APIs accounted for approximately 60 percent of mobile application
use in 2013, rising to more than 70 percent in 2017.4 As a result, in common use, mobile platforms spend most of their time displaying the result of 2D drawing operations.

ISHIHARA: 2D DRAWING WITH APPROXIMATE
COLOR
This article presents Ishihara, a language for 2D graphics that implements the core operations in
common 2D drawing APIs and languages and that lets programs specify perceptual equivalence
classes of colors for use in drawing. Ishihara lets programs specify these equivalence classes statically at compile time or dynamically at runtime. This lets programmers tailor the perceptual
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fidelity of colors in drawing programs to specific applications or even to dynamically changing
application contexts. Ishihara uses this information on perceived color equivalence to transform
colors in drawing programs, either at compile time or runtime, for lower power dissipation of
drawn images when displayed on organic light-emitting diode (OLED) displays.
Because perceived colors compose in non-trivial ways (such as when mixed), Ishihara provides
language-level operators that free programmers from having to manually manage the intersection
of perceived-color equivalence classes.

Ishihara’s Empirical Color-Matching Dataset
Ishihara’s perceived-color semantics builds on a large dataset of empirical color-matching data
from Specimen,5 a popular mobile game in the iOS App Store with more than 220,000 unique
users from a wide demographic. Specimen players repeatedly perform color identification tasks
to maximize a color identification score. One of the goals of Specimen is to explore human color
perception; to this end, Specimen anonymously collects color evaluation data from its players.
Working with this data (which consists of more than 28 million color-matching evaluations), we
develop a well-calibrated empirical model that characterizes equivalence classes of perceived
colors based on the fraction of Specimen players that evaluate different colors as identical. The
Specimen dataset, which we introduce and analyze for the first time in this work, is many orders
of magnitude more extensive than any study of perceptual color acuity in the color-perception
literature.6

Applications of Approximate Perceived Color
Because they enable thinner and lighter displays, wider color gamut, and more, OLED displays
are growing in popularity over LCDs. Today, they are used in platforms ranging from the Apple
Watch, Google Nexus 6P, and Google Pixel 2, to the MacBook Pro touch bar and the iPhone X.
The physics of generating light in semiconducting materials such as the organic semiconductors
used in OLED displays results in fundamentally different energy costs for light of different
wavelengths (and thus of different colors). Unlike legacy display technologies such as LCDs,
OLED display power dissipation depends on the colors in the content they display.7,8 OLED displays can therefore have significantly different power dissipation when displaying two images
that many users may perceive to be acceptably equivalent in terms of color content.
Several research efforts7-10 have explored ways to exploit OLED display properties for improved
energy efficiency. Ishihara is the first to explore using a large crowdsourced dataset to empirically estimate perceptual equivalence classes and to apply these equivalence classes in transformations for a drawing language.

Contributions
This article makes four contributions to the state of the art:
1.

2.

3.
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We introduce Ishihara, a language for 2D drawing with constructs that allow programs
to define colors with a specification of acceptable color approximation. Programmers
can either specify the degree of approximation statically or delegate choosing the degree of approximation to the compiler at compile time or the operating system at
runtime.
We introduce a program transformation that is designed to maintain perceived-color
equivalence while reducing the OLED display power dissipation caused by programs.
Unlike the Crayon system8 by which it is inspired, Ishihara’s transformations operate
in the hue space independent of brightness and are built on a large multi-thousand-user
dataset of real-world mobile data rather than a limited purpose-designed user study.
We analyze the Specimen dataset to derive color-equivalence classes. We use these
color-equivalence classes in implementing the perceived-color semantics of imperative
drawing programs.
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4.

We apply the program transformation based on the Specimen dataset and evaluate its
effect in reducing the power dissipation caused by drawing programs on OLED displays.

DRAWING WITH APPROXIMATE COLORS
We use uppercase letters in a blackboard typeface (for example, ℂ) to represent sets and use lowercase letters to represent metavariables in the abstract syntax (for example, n). In both cases, we
use the subscript π to denote quantities related to perception (for example, pπ) and use the subscript λ to denote program quantities that do not take into consideration perception (for example,
iλ).
We refer to the numeric value of a color (as represented in a machine’s memory) as its nominal
color. Each nominal color may be perceptually equivalent to a set of other nominal colors for
some individual observer or group of observers. We refer to the sets of nominal colors perceived
to be identical as perceptual color-equivalence classes or simply as perceptual colors.
To allow us to analyze color perception separately from brightness and saturation, we often need
to refer to the hue associated with a given nominal or perceptual color. One practical means for
quantifying the hue of a given color is to convert the color to the hue-saturation-brightness
(HSB) color space. A 24-bit HSB color space uses 8 bits of resolution for each component of the
color space. Each of the 28 hues can be rendered at 216 different levels of saturation and brightness, to form one of 224 colors. Intuitively, colors are less saturated when the hues from which
they are formed have more white mixed in.

Defining Perceptual Colors
A fraction of at most pπ of observers perceive colors in an equivalence class ℂ (pπ) to be identical
when viewed on a computer display, even though the colors in the set ℂ (pπ) may have different
numeric values. In practice, smaller values of pπ lead to larger equivalence classes, providing
more opportunity for perceptual-color-preserving program transformations.
To specify perceived colors in programs, we explicitly associate a nominal color, h, with an acceptability population fraction, pπ, to obtain a program-specified perceived color (h, pπ). In a program-specified perceived color, pπ serves as a color accuracy specification, analogous to
precision and accuracy specifications in programming languages and systems for approximate
computing.11-14

Ishihara Abstract Syntax
Figure 1 presents the abstract syntax for Ishihara. The syntactic categories and their corresponding meta-variables are: numerals (n), expressions (e), lists (l), and statements (s). These metavariables may have subscripts (such as s0 or ec).
Variables in Ishihara represent images. Temporary image variables and the global image (denoted in the code as “image”) represent the drawing state of an Ishihara program at any point in
its execution. Statements in Ishihara assign image expressions to variables. The declare operator
(:=) allocates a new variable name and memory location, associating the memory location with
the variable name and assigning the value of the right side of the statement to the memory location. The assign operator (=) assigns values to memory locations associated to previously declared variables. Statements may generate new images from polygon expressions (polygon) and
compositing operations (composite).
Colors used in Ishihara image expressions are perceived colors, denoted by the keyword
“pcolor” followed by an acceptability population fraction and an RGB triplet. An acceptability
population fraction is either a constant literal, the identifier “compilePercept” (which is resolved
at compile time), or the identifier “dynamicPercept” (which is resolved at runtime). Ishihara
thereby allows programmers and dynamic code generators to delay the decision on the degree of
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color approximation until compile time using compilePercept, or to delay it to runtime using dynamicPercept. In the latter case, a compiler can make no assumptions about the value of pπ and
must generate code to perform the dynamic API call to retrieve a system value for pπ at runtime.
Example uses include drawing programs whose color output fidelity adapts to an operating system setting such as a low or critical battery level.

Figure 1. Abstract syntax for Ishihara.

COLOR APPROXIMATION USING EQUIVALENCE
CLASSES FROM THE SPECIMEN DATASET

(

)

Figure 2 plots the power dissipation of an OLED display as a function of hue, for colors at constant saturation and brightness. The data in the plot are based on validated hardware measurements of OLED display power dissipation as a function of color, presented in the research
literature.8

Figure 2. The power dissipation of OLED displays varies with hue (which wraps on [0, 1]). The data
shown are from hardware measurements on a representative OLED display. Points in the plot
represent power dissipation at a given hue. The line joining the points is colored to show the hue
variation.
The data in Figure 2 show that OLED power dissipation is not monotonic in hue (at constant saturation and brightness). As a result, small changes in hue can lead to large changes in display
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power dissipation. At the same time, these changes in hue might not be perceptible to many observers. We quantify perceptible hue change later in this article using the Specimen dataset.

Example
Figure 3 shows two Ishihara drawing programs and their outputs. When viewed on both LCDs
and OLED displays, the two images look similar to many human observers (more than 10 percent of color comparisons in the Specimen dataset confused these two hues). Displaying Figure
3(b) on a representative OLED display requires 12.9 percent more power than displaying Figure
3(d). Because many mobile devices dissipate 30 to 50 percent of their power in their displays,8 a
12.9-percent change in power dissipation could equate to almost 6-percent longer battery life.

Figure 3. Two Ishihara programs. Displaying the output image (b) dissipates 12.9 percent more
power than displaying the image (d) on one representative OLED display. When viewed on
standard LCDs and OLED displays, the two images look similar.

Brightness-Independent Approximation in the Hue Space
We develop an algorithm to minimize display power dissipation modulo perceived-color equivalence in Ishihara programs. The algorithm takes as input perceptual colors and a display power
model, such as the model in Figure 2. Hues in the power model of Figure 2 are represented with
values between 0 and 1. The hue space wraps around, with the same hue represented by 0 and 1.
Ishihara’s color transformation algorithm exploits the form of the power dissipation in hue space
as follows.
We divide the hue space to match the three convex regions of Figure 2. Because the hue space
corresponds to different ratios of the three primaries (red, green, and blue), and because of the
observed relationship between power dissipation and intensity for each of these primaries in
OLED displays, we expect to always be able to perform such a partitioning. For each region of
the hue space, we identify the hue, h∗, of minimum power dissipation. Let h ∈ [0,1] be a hue
value, and let αn, βn, and γn be constants for n ∈ {1,2,3}. Then, we fit the hue power model to
three convex functions:
P = α n h 2 + β n h + γ n , n ∈ {1, 2,3} .

(1)

To minimize the power P as a function of hue h, we take the derivative of P per region, equate to
zero, and solve for h∗:
h* = −

βn
2α n

.

(2)

The algorithm for minimizing power dissipation modulo perceived-color equivalence selects the
hue from the equivalence class that is closest to h∗.
Algorithm 1 shows the procedure for minimizing display power dissipation modulo perceivedcolor equivalence, for colors in an Ishihara program. The algorithm first uses the perceptual
equivalence classes for the specified acceptability population fraction pπ to obtain a sub-range of
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the hue space. For a sub-range that lies within a single region, the algorithm selects the hue in
that region that is closest to the region’s h∗. Finally, the algorithm converts the input color to the
HSB space, replaces the input hue with the hue selected in the previous step while keeping saturation and brightness the same, and converts the color back to the RGB color space. For example, for the RGB value (0.43, 1.0, 0.0) and acceptability population fraction pπ = 0.10, the
equivalence class is over the hue range [0.1667, 0.5]. From Equation 2, the minimum h∗ in that
hue range is 0.3277, and the optimum power-minimizing color for the Ishihara expression
“pcolor @10 0.43 1.0 0.0” is the RGB value (0.1, 1.0, 0.0).

Algorithm 1. Color replacement modulo visual equivalence.

EQUIVALENCE CLASSES OF PERCEIVED COLOR
We build equivalence classes of perceived colors using crowdsourced color-matching data.

Methodology
We construct the perceptual equivalence classes using data collected from a popular mobile
game, Specimen, from the iOS App Store. Specimen players repeatedly perform color-matching
evaluations, which the game records anonymously. Players of the game select the colored object,
or specimen, in the central circular region of the screen that they consider to be the closest color
match to the square background behind the circular region. For each color selection, the game
records the selected color. When an incorrect specimen is selected, the game also records both
the selected color and the correct color. All of these recorded color selections from each player
are gathered continuously and anonymously using a standard API, Flurry,15 for anonymous in-
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app analytics and stored on a central server. As of November 2016, this data collection system
had recorded more than 220,000 users with more than 28 million specimen selection events.

Results
Figure 4 shows the equivalence classes of perceived hues for a given fraction, pπ, of the players
that confuse a given hue. Figure 4(a) shows the equivalence classes for pπ = 0.01. The results in
Figure 4(a) show that 1 percent of the color evaluations in the dataset confuses hues over a fairly
large equivalence class—up to 16 hues in a hue discretization space of 256 hues (up to 6.25 percent).

Figure 4. Perceived equivalence classes of hues. All hues shown in each group are different. A
fraction pπ of evaluations confused the first hue in each group with the remaining hues in the group.
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We construct a table of the equivalence classes of hues from these results. The function
“equivClass()” in Algorithm 1 uses this table. Each entry in the table is a pair (pπ, h) consisting
of a fraction pπ and a set h of hues such that fraction pπ of color evaluations confuse hues in the
set h.

Discussion
The data show that hues close to green are the most consistently difficult to discern and therefore
have the largest equivalence class of perceived colors. Smaller values of pπ lead to larger equivalence classes (see Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b)).
We evaluate the range of power dissipation that colors in each equivalence class cause on OLED
displays, based on the hardware-measurement-based model presented earlier in the article. The
results show that colors indistinguishable by 1 percent of the population (pπ = 0.01, Figure 4(a))
differ in the power dissipation they cause on OLED displays, by as much as 51.1 percent. Similarly, colors indistinguishable by 5 percent of the population (pπ = 0.05, Figure 4(d)) differ in the
OLED display power dissipation they cause, by up to 23.2 percent.
These results show that it is worthwhile to transform color-related operations in Ishihara drawing
programs. The results show that such program transformations can significantly improve how
energy-efficient drawing programs use OLED displays while at the same time being acceptably
equivalent for some fraction of observers.

EVALUATION
We evaluate Ishihara by implementing 15 benchmarks with non-zero acceptability population
fractions. We transformed the programs based on the techniques described earlier in this article
and executed them to obtain output images that are equivalent modulo the specified acceptability
population fraction. We then evaluated the display power savings for the output of the transformed Ishihara programs compared to the untransformed programs.

Methodology
We created 11 Ishihara programs that draw images of national, regional, or transnational flags.
We created four Ishihara programs that load bitmaps of natural scenes. For the bitmaps, we obtained five standard images used in the image processing literature.16 We converted the Ishihara
programs to Crayon and used Crayon’s toolchain to compile, optimize, and execute the drawing
programs. We obtained the image output and estimated the power dissipation that these outputs
cause for OLED displays. We implemented the Ishihara transform algorithm (Algorithm 1), constructing tables for the function equivClass() from the Specimen dataset. We expect perceivedcolor equivalence transforms to be tuned in practice to individuals or sections of the population
with similar color acuity. For the purpose of illustration, we applied the color transform algorithm with pπ = 0.01.

Results
The second image in each of the image pairs of Figure 5 shows the results of applying the Ishihara transform algorithm for pπ = 0.01. The power minimization modulo perceived-color equivalence transform reduces OLED display power dissipation caused by the images. The results
show up to 15-percent improvement in OLED display power dissipation.
The results show that Ishihara’s acceptability population fractions are effective in evaluating perceived-color equivalence. As the results in Figure 5 show, perceived-color equivalence classes of
images allow Algorithm 1 to reduce the power that OLED displays dissipate when they display
the output of drawing programs.
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(a)

0.6 %#

(b)

6.0 %#

(c)

6.1 %#

(d)

7.7 %#

(e)

6.9 %#

(f )

6.7 %#

(g)

15.1%#

(h)

7.4 %#

(i)

6.8 %#

(j)

7.2 %#

(k)

10.1 %#

(l)

3.8 %#

(m)

3.6%#

(n)

7.1 %#

(o)

4.7 %#

Figure 5. Outputs of Ishihara programs before transforms (left image in pair) and after perceivedcolor program transforms with pπ = 0.01 (right image in pair). The captions within the figure show
the difference in OLED display power dissipation between the two images in each pair. The pairs
look similar to many observers when viewed on a standard LCD or OLED display.
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